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Product Quality and Safety

Modeling of spectral data characteristics of healthy and Fusarium diseased corn kernels

Ts. Draganova*

Department of Automatics, Information and Control Engineering, University of Ruse, 8 Studentska, 7017 Ruse, Bulgaria

Abstract. Two approaches for identification of infected with Fusarium maize kernels using spectral characteristics in the near infrared region are described in 
the paper. They are used for spectral data reduction and for corn classification. First approach is based on analysis of discrete linear parametric models 
coefficients. Second approach is based on principal component analysis. Maximum percentage of correct rate achieve 74,67% for Fusarium infected corn 
kernels when linear discrete model coefficients are used as classification features. Principal components show overlapped classes but in combination with 
appropriate classifier as classification tree percentage of correct rate achieve 100% for Fusarium infected corn kernels. The main advantage for the classifier 
which is used (classification tree) is that it is created using simple procedure without any additional parameters accept training data set and target for each input 
variable.

Keywords: corn kernels, Fusarium disease, near infrared spectral characteristics, autoregression linear discrete model, classification tree
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development of an objective methodology for grading of food and Introduction
agricultural products in the last three decades has significantly 
reduced the place of subjective methods. During the last years more Fusarium disease, caused by several Fusarium species, is one 
popular method for different kind of food quality assessment is of the major fungal diseased of cereals worldwide (Krska, 2008). 
spectral data analysis (Damyanov, 2006; Damyanov et al., 2009; Fusarium Graminearum and Fusarium moniliforme are the most 
Mladenov, 2011). significant, damaging and common pathogens in Bulgaria (Beev et 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate corn kernels spectral al., 2011; Georgiev et al., 2011). 
data modeling using discrete linear models, to analyze the Corn kernels consists of four main parts: the germ, endosperm, 
parameters of linear discrete models and significant to be used as pericarp and tip, through which the seeds are attached to the book. 
criteria for separation of healthy and Fusarium infected corn kernels, Endosperm is the - largest component by weight of maize seed and 
to reduce the spectral information and to choose a classification occupies about 83% by weight. With species of maize endosperm 
procedure for corn kernels recognition. has a different texture - powdery, horny, waxy, and different colors - 

white, yellow with different shades.
Three traditional diagnostics methods for detection and 

Material and methodsidentification of Fusarium species of corn kernels are used in 
Bulgaria. The first is based on visual assessment by expert. The 
second one is based on chemical analysis and the third is based on 1. Corn kernel samples
biology analysis of micro- and macro-morphological features of the Grain samples were evaluated by expert at the Institute of corn - 
Fusarium fungal. Some other methods like fluorometric analysis, Bulgaria, where was established and cause infection - Fusarium. 
gas and liquid chromatography are reliable and accurately. The Reference samples included 150 healthy and 150 infected corn 
basic disadvantages of these destructive and non-destructive kernels. Colour images of healthy and Fusarium infected corn 
methods of detection are time consuming, requires highly skilled kernels are shown on Figure 1. Methodology to obtain the spectral 
experts and each method varies in the requirements for technical characteristics of the kernels (Figure 2) includes the following main 
investments. The comparative analysis indicate that the computer steps: forming two groups of maize kernels (healthy and infected), 
systems using image processing and systems using spectral each group consists of 150 grains; each kernel characteristics are 
characteristics processing are the most common applied methods in taken on both sides (of the germ side and the other side); forming the 
precision farming and agriculture. spectral characteristics of 300 kernels group and after three 

The grain industry requires high accuracy of Fusarium repeated measurements for a group of healthy and infected kernels 
diagnostics, limited capital investments and short time of data group were collected in 900 spectral characteristics.
processing, which could do with new information technologies. The Two sets of data were formed. Training set includes 300 
implementation of new methods for reliable and fast identification spectral characteristics for the germ side of corn kernels and 300 – 
and classification of seeds is of major technical and economical for the other side for healthy and Fusarium infected respectively. 
importance in the agricultural industry.    Testing set includes 150 spectral characteristics for the germ side of 

The problem of food quality control is determination of features corn kernels and 150 – for the other side for healthy and Fusarium 
for products classification in classes defined in the Standards. The infected respectively. 
* e-mail: cgeorgieva@uni-ruse.bg



Figure 3. Algorithm for identification of healthy and  infected corn kernelsFusarium
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Figure 1. Colour images of healthy and Fusarium infected corn kernels 

Figure 2. Methodology to obtain the spectral characteristics of the grains
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green are obtained from healthy kernels and these which are S  (k) + a S  (k-1) + ... +A S  (k-n) = e(k), (1)λ 1 λ n λ

obtained from Fusarium infected kernels are shown in red colour. where k is the k-th value of the wavelength λ in nm;
Results show that there are not so much differences between A , i = (1 ÷ n) are the coefficients of the Autoregression model i 

characteristics and it is difficult to separate the kernels in two classes (AR); 
using raw data from spectrophotometer. Therefore methods for S  (k) is the intensity of the radiation reflected from the maize λ

spectral characteristics modelling, data reduction and features kernels for the k-th value of the wavelength λ in nm;
extraction are applied to the obtained information.  n  is the model series of the Autoregression type;

e(k) is the difference (error) between the modelled and the real 
3. Spectral data modeling, reduction and features extraction characteristics. 
Data modeling is realized using linear discrete model of the Preliminary experiments (Daskalov, 2010) show that first ten 

Autoregression (AR). Principal component analysis (Abdi, 2010) as coefficients are informative for classification of the kernels. 
a most popular method for data reduction is used for reduction of Therefore the histograms of the first ten coefficients from linear 
spectral information because obtained values for each characteristic models of healthy and Fusarium infected corn kernels are shown on 
are 1050. These values are too much for classifiers – creation, Figure 5. The histograms are in polar plot and for angle histogram 
training and testing. Features extraction is based on the coefficients creation is used MATLAB. The plot showing the distribution of values 
and principal components histograms – healthy and Fusarium grouped according to their numeric range, showing the distribution 
infected kernels. of theta in 20 angle bins. The vector of linear model coefficients, 

3.1. Data modeling using linear discrete model expressed in radians, determines the angle of each bin from the 
The linear discrete model of the Autoregression (AR) type origin. The length of each bin reflects the number of elements in the 

(Daskalov, 2010) is used for describing the spectral data of corn vector that fall within a group, which ranges from 0 to the greatest 
kernels with the following equation: number of elements deposited in any one bin.

Figure 4. Normalized spectral characteristics of each kernel: a) – germ side of the kernel, b) – other side of the kernel
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a)  A1 b)  A2
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g) A7 h)  A8
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e) A  5  f) A6

c) A  3 d) A4
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i) A9 j) A10

Figure 5. Histograms of coefficients from A  to A  for two classes of corn kernels – healthy (blue) and Fusarium 1 10

infected (red)
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Figure 6. First three principal components for two classes of corn kernels (healthy and Fusarium infected): 
a) germ side of the kernels, b) other side of the kernels

 

Figure 7. Classification tree with linear models coefficients
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4. Classification procedure spectral data of real objects as corn kernels very often have outliers 
Classification trees are widely used as nonparametric due to variety characteristics or climate conditions. Tree – based 

classifiers (Venables and Ripley, 2002). Therefore this method does methods work in practice and have some advantages as follow 
not require specification of any functional form. Classification trees algorithmic basis instead of mathematical; give good results in some 
predict responses to data. To predict a response, follow the cases when classical methods are less satisfactory (Venables and 
decisions in the tree from the root (beginning) node down to a leaf Ripley, 2002).
node. The leaf node contains the response. Classification trees give The classification tree created from the training set (which 
responses that are nominal, such as 'true' or 'false'. This classiciation combines the data for two side of the corn kernels – germ and other 

side) is shown on Figure 7. In this case linear model coefficients are procedure can easily handle outliers. Outliers can negatively affect 
used as input values for the tree.the results of some statistical models, like Principal Component 

MATLAB software is used for programming, creation and Analysis (PCA) and linear regression. But the splitting algorithm of 
testing the classification tree. Part of classification rules which are the tree will easily handle noisy data. Classification trees isolate the 
created automatically are shown in Table 1.The classification trees outliers in a separate node. This property is very important, because 

  
  2  if x2<0.720207 then node 4 elseif x2>=0.720207 then node 5 else 1
  3  if x3<0.0381093 then node 6 elseif x3>=0.0381093 then node 7 else 2
  4 if x1<-1.85213 then node 8 elseif x1>=-1.85213 then node 9 else 1
  5 class = 2
  6 if x2<0.121902 then node 10 elseif x2>=0.121902 then node 11 else 2
  7 if x3<0.107102 then node 12 elseif x3>=0.107102 then node 13 else 2
  8 class = 1
  9 if x2<0.310501 then node 14 elseif x2>=0.310501 then node 15 else 1
10 class = 1
11 if x3<0.0338474 then node 16 elseif x3>=0.0338474 then node 17 else 2
12 if x1<-1.60984 then node 18 elseif x1>=-1.60984 then node 19 else 2
13 if x3<0.146618 then node 20 elseif x3>=0.146618 then node 21 else 1
14 if x2<0.241979 then node 22 elseif x2>=0.241979 then node 23 else 1
15 if x2<0.339059 then node 24 elseif x2>=0.339059 then node 25 else 1
16 if x1<-1.36551 then node 26 elseif x1>=-1.36551 then node 27 else 2
17 if x2<0.236713 then node 28 elseif x2>=0.236713 then node 29 else 1
18 if x2<0.453895 then node 30 elseif x2>=0.453895 then node 31 else 1
19 if x1<-1.60522 then node 32 elseif x1>=-1.60522 then node 33 else 2
20 class = 1
21 class = 2
22 class = 2

1 if x1<-1.6268 then node 2 elseif x1>=-1.6268 then node 3 else 1

Table 1. Classification tree rules 

aims are first to find a rule for classifying cases using a step-by-step (2)
approach, one variable at a time and second to produce a rule for 
classifying objects into categories. High dimensions and where N  is the number of corn kernels which are correct c

complicated rules give over-optimistic performance. classified,
 N – the total number of the corn kernels in the test subset.
Percentage of misclassification rate was calculated using 

following equation :Results and discussion

(3)The corn kernels from the test set are analyzed using their 
spectral characteristics. The linear model coefficients A A  and A  1, 2 7

where N  is the number of corn kernels which are non - correct mand first three principal components are calculated. The data from 
classified,the test set were divided in for subsets – Test group 1 (healthy corn 

N – the total number of the corn kernels in the test subset.kernels – germ side), Test group 2 (healthy corn kernels – other 
The classification results show that the percentage of correct side), Test group 3 (Fusarium infected corn kernels – germ side), 

rate when linear model coefficients are used as input features for Test group 4 (Fusarium infected corn kernels – other side). The 
classification tree are in the range from 60,67% for class healthy to results from classification the data using created classification tree 
74,67% for class Fusarium infected. The classification results for the are shown in Table 2.
percentage of correct rate when principal components are used as Percentage of correct rate was calculated using following 
input features for classification tree are better from 81,33% to 86% equation (Venables and Ripley, 2002):
for class healthy and 100% for class Fusarium infected.

%correct   rate =          .100%
Nc
N

%misclassification    rate =          .100%
Nm
N
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Corn kernels

% correct rate

%misclassification rate

Corn kernels

% correct rate

%misclassification rate

Corn kernels

% correct rate

%misclassification rate

91

60.67

44

26.67

38

25.33

59

39.33

106

70.67

112

74.67

122

81.33

0

0

0

0

28

18.67

150

100

150

100

Test group 2

Test group 1

Test group 3

Test group 4

Table 2. Classification results 

Principal componentsLinear model coefficients

Class healthy Class Fusarium infected Class healthy Class Fusarium infected

Groups

Corn kernels

% correct rate

%misclassification rate

91

60.67

59

39.33

129

86

21

14
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